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The Steering Committee

We really don’t have any authority here.
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The Steering Committee

• Formed to help guide LINX on their first ‘extra-London’ endeavour

• Nine years of operation (to date)
• I don’t know when the Chairs were ‘volunteered’, but apparently I am one

• Recent discussions on sunsetting the Committee lead to some conclusions:
• That LINX still value the Committee’s broad, industry-centric local knowledge
• We don’t know how the ‘Chairs’ came to be

• Generally: we don’t have any written governance
• We haven’t created any Camels
• Jackie Weaver hasn’t yet been involved
• “Chair of the LINX Manchester Steering Committee” sounds good to the local councils
• Cacophonic evangelism for interconnection in Manchester is broadly a positive

• OK, informal review says that we are still useful; we should probably carry on?
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Behold: The Steering Committee – version 2
• Term limits enforced for the Chairs

• Max. term 3yrs for Chair/Vice-Chair, and no re-standing for 4yrs
• Which means both Mat & I are out by rotation, Real Soon Now. 

• Meeting schedule reduced
• We were vaguely adhering to ‘every odd-numbered month’
• New requirement is min. two meetings per year, with more if needed

• Conflicts of Interest are to be registered properly, against a list of SC members

• We’ve defined what we consider to be a quorum
• 5 members, including at least one of the Chairs

• The Steering Committee has a limit of 20 members (including Chairs)
• We will continue to expunge non-participating [small-m] members
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Gratuitous Nostalgia

You’ll never believe what I 
found lying around on twitter
#PRTGenY
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In 2012, we had a ‘launch’ for IX Manchester… (in Salford)

Somehow, Dave Freedman, Peter Taphouse, and all of the LINX 
staff avoided having photos of them tweeted. Somehow.
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… and no-one liked the name

#AllTheGoodIXPNamesAreTaken

#KeepTrafficParochial

#Melbourne4everIDST 😭
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The first member peering session(s)

39451 (Melbourne) and 25178 (Keycom) had 
the first two member ports up, so by that 
metric we were quite certain to be the first 
‘peering members’ on LINX Manchester.

N.B. we all still happily peered on Edge-IX at 
the time, because what if this ‘IX Manchester’ 
thing fails eh? 👀
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The first member peering session(s)

Yes…. IPv6, too.  
Oops.

Many thanks to Alan for hoarding his old emails; digging this out 
could have taken PRT-grade archaeology, particularly given the 
number of acquisitions in the last 10 years.
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Another meeting, some milestones

If memory serves, 
this meeting was 
held at the MDDA 
(or next door?)

#TENGIG
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Wait, hold-up… Me?
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Bit of growth, and we got some Bi-Di!
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Five years old… 

CHEQUE SHIRT ALERT
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Years 7, 8 and 9 – is this a mature IXP?

Early 
2020 Early 

2021

Late 
2021
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The Future

Why is this text bigger?
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The Future

• More sites – Equinix MA5 build looking very likely (Richard mentioned this at 115) 

• There are definitely other plans afoot – co-lo competition is vital

• 400G – LINX tell us yes, so go and ask now if you need that in Manchester

• The Steering Committee needs a few more good souls
• Ideally more of those that live nearby, or have substantial knowledge of the local industries

• 100Gbit of peering in Manchester is ~35% of the cost on LON1, ~66% of LON2. 
• This is exceptional value, and long may it continue

• Beer-bomb time: do we still need LON2?
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Thank you! 
Questions?
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No, we won’t rename the 
exchange to UnitedIX or

CityIX
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Just FYI, you’re holding-up 
the social
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No chuntering from a 
sedentary position, please
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OK, thanks for real!
I’ll see you all again 
in another 5 years.


